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Naracoorte South Primary School services a diverse regional community. It is recognized for cultural
inclusion (13% ESL and NAP, 10% special needs learners), strong student leadership, and, has been
acknowledged nationally this year for whole school agreed Literacy practices in teaching and learning.
Core values of generosity, trust, commitment and accountability define the ethos of continuous
improvement which is reflected in curriculum policy, agreed processes including research findings,
site systems and regular review of these. Site improvement priorities are in Literacy, Numeracy and
Science. Data informed teaching cycles and matched resources enable targeted interventions which
ensure that every child is at the centre of tailored program delivery. Students and staff with community
have a strong attachment and pride in their school and achievements, with open communication and
a vibrant governing council and volunteer group. Community partnerships are evident in
Environmental Sustainability projects eg the school’s use of its 4.5 hectare Natural Scrub and its
Environmental enclosure where students manage egg sales and veggie produce. Two ovals, a
contemporary gymnasium and a music suite enable Specialist teaching across R-7 in Music, Asian
Studies and Physical Education. A range of technical tools including a Computing suite, Sensory
Room, Interactive White boards and Sound-Field systems result in higher student engagement.
Transition programs to school are complimented weekly by an exemplary early years teacher who
convenes ‘Jiggle and Wriggle’ for 3 month old to 3 year olds and their parents in our school hall.
These interactive sessions use music and movement to engage pre-school children and their parents
in early Literacy and Numeracy skills. The town Toy Library operates from within the site.
2011 Highlights
Of significance are the following achievements and highlights for 2011:
• National Smarter Schools Forum Presentation in Brisbane
• Literacy Coach
• Principal as Literacy Leader
• Kids in Charge (KIC)
• Site funded Literacy Coach
• Diaf Validation
• 3 successful AST2 assessments
• ‘Move It’ at The Helpmann Theatre
• Concert ‘Triumphant In 2011’
• Premiers Reading Challenge 98% participation
• Environmental Enclosure and Natural Scrub sustainability
• Jiggle and Wriggle
• SAPSASA and Saturday Cricket, Football participation
• School Magazine
• Scientist/ School Partnership
• Delilah- Fuel for Life
• Aboriginal Education
• Asian Studies and ESL
• LAP volunteers
• Lunch Time Concerts- student produced
Each of the above contributes to the rich tapestry of learning at Naracoorte South (as featured in the
school’s magazine). This range of achievements, events and activities ensures a holistic approach for
child and adult learners. There is a strong connection between wellbeing and the quality of school life
for students and staff here. Higher order learning, the ability to create and evaluate occurs as
individuals participate and are engaged in different environments and programs of particular joy and
interest to them.
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Report from Governing Council
Principal’s Report
I reflect again on an amazing year of achievement. Students have benefited from inspirational
teachers and support staff, backed by committed parents and governing councilors. Having
undertaken a DIAF review in November, more than ever before, we are able to demonstrate
comprehensively the characteristics that form our purpose and directions toward achieving whole
school improvement and engagement.
This diagnostic review gave affirmation of our strong instructional leadership, our socially inclusive
programs, and, to the systematic measures we use to ensure data informs teaching and learning. Of
particular note in 2011 was being nominated as the DECD primary school to present to a nation wide
audience our progress in Literacy improvement at the National Smarter Schools Forum in Brisbane.
Recognition that our approach is sustainable and that the model of a partnership coach has proven
effective, leads us to self fund a similar approach in Numeracy next year.
Our sense of ‘community’ continues through the development of the Environmental enclosure with
garden beds supplying produce and hens laying eggs. Incubation of Indian Runner Geese looms in
2012. I appreciate the many in the wider community, who have volunteered their skills and time
throughout this year and anticipate similar again next year. Being connected to one’s school is
necessary when fostering future citizens. I view the kids in Charge, school Choir, Move It, SAPSASA
and team sport, Youth Forum, Environmental Groups, Buddy classes, Kindergarten liaison, Library
and School Crossing Monitors, Jiggle and Wriggle and the Toy Library as instrumental in developing
generous, considerate and community minded leaders of the future. Children involved in these
additional activities in their primary years have an advantage when they commence paid work, seek
apprenticeships, or, further study.
The staff is most proud of our Year 7 graduates, emulating NSPS values of accountability, trust,
generosity and commitment as they move towards new challenges ahead. I wish each of you
continued joy and satisfaction as we enact the goals and priorities set for 2012.

Chairperson Governing Council Report
Once again there is so much happening at Naracoorte South Primary School. When I sit down to write
this report I am astounded at the learning opportunities that our children have been exposed to during
a year.
We started the year with Glenda Herron in the canteen. Her enthusiasm is catchy and the canteen is
always a happy, productive environment. I thank her and her band of volunteers, including year 6 and
7 students, for providing nutritious food for us all.
Unfortunately, we were not able to field any netball sides this year, but look forward to a return in
2012. Cricket and football have both had successful years. I thank all parents for your support to
enable your children to develop and refine their sporting skills, especially coaches David Castine and
Cameron Watson. The sporting prowess continued through out the year with many students
representing the school and district as SAPSASA representatives. Thank you to Paul McCarthy for his
organization of all of the school’s sporting needs.
Footsteps dance performance was an excellent lead up to concert with the kids totally involved in all
of the new moves which appeared again at the concert.
The veggie patch at the Environment Centre has blossomed this year with produce being sold to the
canteen and other staff members. Later in the year, Room 12 joined in, developing their own
vegetable garden in between room 18 and 19 complimenting Room 13’s herb garden.
Delilah arrived at NSPS and everything “Milk” was in the forefront of everyone’s thoughts. Thank you
to Tanya McCulloch for her leadership with the valuable resource books covering areas of learning
that were produced by all classes, along with the beautiful, winning, dancing Delilah.
As Governing Council Chairperson, I was so proud when our school was the only school selected
from South Australia to present our literacy journey in Brisbane at the National Literacy and Numeracy
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Conference. Anna, Felicity and Kirsty presented NSPS’s literacy journey to an audience from public
and private schools across Australia. Thank you to all staff for their commitment to their teaching,
under the guidance of Felicity Slotegraaf and Kirsty Lush as Literacy Coaches to be nationally
recognised.
Jiggle’n’Wriggle has kept the little ones singing and jiving while developing those early literacy and
numeracy skills. I thank Natalie Gherardin for providing this valuable program to the community.
“Move It” What more needs to be said? What a great opportunity for our students. Under the guidance
of Cathie Biggins and her many willing helpers, the students once again strutted their stuff at the Sir
Robert Helpmann Theatre in Mt Gambier.
The “Triumphant in 2011” concert was another opportunity for our children to take center stage and
“WOW” us with their prowess under lights at the Town Hall. Thank you to all the staff for the extra
hours of work that goes in behind a production such as this.
I would like to personally thank all the volunteers that are so valuable to the daily running of the
school. It was great to celebrate at the volunteer’s morning tea this term. I encourage anyone wanting
to have a say at Naracoorte South Primary School to consider joining us on Governing Council this
year. We have a lot of fun, while achieving a lot under Anna’s direction.
Anna Russell
Governing Council Chairperson

Site Improvement Planning
The 3 Year Operational Plan outlines Expectations in Leading the Learning for Inclusion. Key
strategies for Intervention and Support are documented. Priorities are in:
• Curriculum- Reading, Writing, Maths, Science
• Developing Leaders
• Sustainable Finances and Facilities
• Self Review in Policy, Process and Practices
Included in the operational plan is the school’s vision and predicted priorities for the future. Plans are
collaboratively written, transparent, referenced, and, on display in the staffroom.
Site Improvement Plan
All staff is involved in developing this plan. For instance each teacher contributes to one of the three
curriculum PLC’s, while SSO’s comprise another PLC. The learning communities meet every three
weeks with specific agendas. Professional learning links to the site priorities as does resourcing.
Documents that derive from and support our Site Improvement Plan include:
PALL and Literacy Intervention Plan for Wave1, 2 and 3 students in which expectations along with
strategies are identified, with learner achievement targets. These are:
• Increasing the number of students at Year 3 to have 95% above national minimum standard
in reading and writing by the end of 2012
• Increasing the number of wave1 and 2 students across the school to have 65% of them
reading and comprehending at their chronological age by the end of 2011
• Increase to 80% the number of students who are achieving in the top two bands of reading
and writing by 2013.
Data Collection schedules- agreement about what is measured, collected, how it is analyzed then
used by teachers to inform their teaching programs for JP, MP and UP and how this is reported on.
Scope and Sequence for Text types- explicitly teaching and assessing in tandem texts in guided
reading and also in writing
Application of the Limestone Coast Reading Standards within the Position Paper
Agreed Practices Document which incorporates systematic and specific practices such as the Daily 5
and Guided Reading In Literacy Block, various and scheduled checklists, screenings and
assessments, running records scheduled for and conducted for all students Year 1-7, behavioural
observations and contributions to the Data Wall in the staffroom.
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DIAF
The DECD Improvement and Accountability Framework (DIAF) policy states that ‘validation verifies
the quality of site self review processes, the findings of the site review and the effectiveness of the
improvement actions undertaken over the three year cycle.
Our site’s Self Review processes met every standard outlined in the DIAF policy guidelines - Evidence
Based, Inquiry, Focused, Collaborative, Well Managed, Comprehensive, Actioned).
1. EVIDENCE BASED
Multiple measures of data were used (demographic, enrolment and attendance, student achievement
and some perception data to provide baseline information and to inform planning and set targets.
2. INQUIRY FOCUSED
Recommendations from the 2008 LaND Review provided impetus to investigate three major
recommendations to drive school change. The school undertook an inquiry that focused around the
question ’what is effective teaching?’ in order to investigate the correlation between literacy teaching
practice and student achievement.
3. COLLABORATIVE
There is a high level of evidence of shared leadership, involving the Principal, Deputy Principal,
Literacy Coach and AST2 teacher. Sharing of professional practice occurs through PLC’s and through
regular scheduled commitment to whole staff professional learning which includes teachers and
school service officers. There is a high level of collaboration between the school and the Regional
Office team. There has been a shift in culture and staff school improvement is everyone’s business.
4. WELL MANAGED
The Self Review Validation team was impressed by the involvement of staff and students and the high
quality of presentations. The team also recognized that there has been significant change in school
culture from a ‘knowing’ to a ‘learning organization’.
5. COMPREHENSIVE
The level 2 scan was first completed in 2009 on all 9 principles. In response to feedback, the focus
was narrowed to 4 principles. The level 2 scan was used in 2010 and 2011
6. ACTIONED
There has been evidence of comprehensive improvement planning including, 3 year operational plan
(which contains the visions), the inquiry focused one year plan and an intervention plan informed by
PALL Wave 1, 2 & 3 and the Regional Reading Position to establish benchmarks.
IMPROVEMENT CYCLE
There is clear evidence of cycle of planning, monitoring, self review and reporting against the school’s
improvement targets. School based resources are allocated to support improved pedagogical
understanding of staff, including a site funded literacy coach.
EVIDENCE OF OUTCOMES
The school has developed a clearly defined data schedule for the collection and analysis of student
achievement. The data wall provides a range of graphical displays to show NAPLAN achievement,
before and after writing sample analysis, running record results, reading ages, phonemic awareness
results, letter- sound recognition graphs. The school also provides comparison of whole school ‘traffic
light data’ to identify significant concerns in well-being, literacy, numeracy, behaviour and other
factors. NAPLAN data shows overall improvement in literacy over the past 3 years.
RECOMMENDATIONS
• Use parent opinion, suspension, attendance and behaviour data to evidence aspects of
school effectiveness and cultural change
• Consider ways to increase parent involvement in the self review process (optional)
• Consider ways to deepen understanding of inquiry process (optional)
COMMENDATIONS
• The development of a shared vision
• The understanding of inclusion is well developed. Learning about other cultures is seen as a
strength of the school.
• The high level of professional engagement of staff, including 7 voluntary staff involved in the
Data Informed Literacy Project (DLIP) to examine and improve data collection and usage
methods.
• The building of sustainable practice.
• The shared leadership role in literacy improvement from the Principal, Deputy Principal,
Literacy Coach, SSO and teacher mentors.
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•
•

The range of programs that connect students to the school and promote literacy development
such as Jiggle ‘n Wriggle, the environmental sustainability program, music programs,
lunchtime concert and breakfast club.
Whole school approaches and agreed practices.

Student Achievement
RUNNING RECORD DATA TERM 3 2011

All teachers use Running Records as a diagnostic tool to reveal the strategies children are using or
not using in emergent and early reading stages, in order to become independent readers. From the
graphs Year 1 reading levels as compared to the region and like schools, indicate solid growth,
especially when the region is above the state comparison. Where skills such as speech, phonemic
awareness and conventions of print are low, instructional interventions are taught through the Daily 5
program and via additional 1:1 support, and, in Literacy Block times.
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This graph reports the progress of students within the Year1 level. Students have been grouped
across the state according to their previous reported level, and then qualified in terms of being in the
lower 25%, middle 50% or upper 25% of growths reported for that group. For example, a progress of
4 reading levels for a student previously reported at level 17 might be described ‘upper’ growth.

At Year 2 graphs show the comparison of our students’ achievement with region and state data,
indicating similar progress.
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This graph reports the progress of students within the Year 2 level. Students have been grouped
across the state according to their previous reported level, and then qualified in terms of being in the
lower 25%, middle 50% or upper 25% of growths reported for that group. For example, a progress of
4 reading levels for a student previously reported at level 17 might be described ‘upper’ growth.
NAPLAN
The NAPLAN tests are a national assessment held in May for Years 3, 5 and 7 students. When
measuring school growth of cohorts from years 3-5 and from years 5-7 in reading and numeracy, it is
evident that students are generally improving to have the majority in the middle 50% and the least in
the lower 25% with slightly more falling in the upper 25%. In Reading from Year 5 to Year 7, the
progress was the least marked, while it was the greatest marked in Numeracy.
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At Year 5 several aspects of writing require attention in relation to spelling functions and structuring a
text. Clearly, aspects of grammar at Year 7 will receive direct contextual teaching during daily Literacy
block times. Interventions for identified students are in place.
Solving multi-step problems by working backwards in Mathematics is required for all year levels.
Underpinning this is the capacity of all students to think mathematically and to articulate this thinking
when working with number processes. A site funded coach in mathematics in 2012 will support
teacher professional learning.
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Student Data
Attendance

Attendance by Year
Level

% Attendance
2010

2009

Reception
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
Year 7
Total All Year Levels
Total ACARA 1 TO 10

92.4
91.7
93.6
93.2
94.9
92.0
93.9
91.0
92.9
93.0

2011
92.7
91.7
92.2
93.3
94.0
95.1
94.5
93.3
93.4
93.5

90.5
91.1
94.7
94.1
94.3
93.9
94.0
93.9
93.5
93.8

The school’s target to maintain or at least to improve 93.4% attendance, has been achieved with
2011’s attendance across all year levels at 93.5%. We aim is to continue to improve on this target.
Destination
Leave Reason
School
No
%
Employment
Interstate/Overseas
Other
Seeking Employment
Tertiary/TAFE/Training
Transfer to Non-Govt Schl
Transfer to SA Govt Schl
Unknown

4

7.4%

7
40
3

13.0%
74.1%
5.6%

2010
Region
%
8.7%
11.5%
1.9%
6.1%
5.8%
9.0%
44.8%
12.2%

Index
%
6.7%
9.5%
0.8%
3.6%
4.6%
11.3%
45.4%
18.2%

DECS
%
4.9%
8.7%
2.5%
3.8%
5.1%
10.3%
47.6%
17.1%
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Client Opinion

The Parent satisfaction survey is an affirming and of similar response to that given by those who were
randomly surveyed last year. We rate evenly with region and state comparisons. Parents generally
appreciate the quality of teaching. 91% agree/agree strongly that they are satisfied with the learning
programs offered and that the teachers make learning interesting. In support of learning 91%
agree/agree strongly that their child is motivated to learn at this school. 96% agree/agree strongly that
their child is happy at this school and 86% say that the school changes its programs and activities to
improve student learning. In regard to relationships and communication 100% of parents agree/agree
strongly that this school assists the development of their child’s personal and social skills. And 100%
say that this school provides opportunities to discuss their child’s achievement/ progress. In respect to
leadership and decision making 91% agree/agree strongly that they believe that there is effective
educational leadership and 91% say that they are given opportunity to be involved in the school’s
educational activities.

Staff satisfaction via online surveys show an improvement on the positive regard received last year in
terms of quality support and leadership. The site’s line mentoring and shared leadership structure has
been a deliberate approach to strengthen collaborative and reciprocal learning of all staff. Responses
include 100% of teachers being enthusiastic in their teaching, 100% agree/agree strongly that
teachers use a variety of learning strategies and that assessment processes in use provide
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information on strengths and growth points of students, and, 100% believe that the school uses
assessment information to evaluate, develop and refine teaching programs and that these programs
respond to the range of student abilities. 100% of teachers have high learning expectations for all
students. 100% of staff are happy with the opportunities given to discuss and receive feedback on
performance, 100% say that there is good communication between staff and that they are
encouraged to share teaching methods and strategies with others, that they feel appreciated for their
work and that this school involves staff in developing the school’s vision. In terms of leadership and
decision making 100% agree/agree strongly that the school is well organised this year, that they have
appropriate opportunities to be involved in decision making 100% indicated that their professional
needs and interests are met by the professional development on offer and that they receive quality
feedback on their performance. 100% agree/agree strongly that there is supportive leadership in this
school.

Satisfaction surveys are one way that opinion is gathered from students. A range of audits are
conducted internally for classes. Other data such as Traffic Light is collated internally to assure
student wellbeing and the Kids In Charge (KIC) - student voice is valued in this school. In regard to
the quality of teaching 87% agree/agree strongly that teachers clearly explain the learning for them.
80% of students say that teachers make learning interesting while 88% of students like the kinds of
things they are learning at school 81% agree/agree strongly that teachers are easy to understand.
84% say that they are learning a lot. In relation to student support 78% agree/ strongly agree that
there is lots to do at the school in recess and lunch time. 3% of students strongly disagreed that they
know how they are expected to behave. ‘I really like to go to school each day’ was agreed/ strongly
agreed to by 66% of students, as an indicator of the quality of relationships. As important 82%
agree/agree strongly that students get to make decisions about things such as rules and learning
activities.

Accountability
National Partnerships- Literacy Coach
In 2010-11 the federal government funded 3 initiatives involving around 1,100 government and nongovernment schools to have impact on every state and territory for public, independent and Catholic
schools, right around the nation. The initiatives were:
o Improving Teacher Quality
o Literacy and Numeracy Partnership Coaches
o Low SES School communities- Closing the Gap.
We were nominated to join the Partnership Coach initiative to accelerate the improvement that we
were showing in Literacy, given the commitment already indicated since an external diagnostic review
late in 2008.
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At the conclusion of this initiative, our school was the school nominated from South Australia to
present our journey of improvement In Literacy at the Partnership Forum held at City Gate King
George Square, Brisbane on 11th and 12th November.
We were selected because our approach led to learning and teaching improvements by focusing on
INFLUENCING TEACHER PRACTICE IN LITERCY BY MAKING DATA COUNT. This we did through:
o Effective and evidence based teaching of literacy using data sets to inform teaching practices
o Strong instructional leadership in the school to establish whole school agreements and
engagement with defined literacy practices
o Systematic monitoring and review of teacher and student performance to identify where
support is needed to implement planned interventions in reading, writing for diagnostically
The approach taken has resulted in us building a strong foundation to effectively implement
sustainable interventions that will continue to improve student learning.
A summary of features include:
o Capacity of the coaches Kirsty and Felicity to establish credible professional relationships with
colleagues
o Teachers volunteering for involvement in the Data Informed Learning Project with Robyn
Holla
o Investing in and aligning resources across the site to establish a meta- language as well as
an agreed practice document
o A whole school planning and improvement cycle
o Transparent practice to share, plan and evaluate informed pedagogy and performance.
Sustainable outcomes for this site’s involvement in National Smarter Schools Forum- Literacy
improvement across the school include:
o strong instructional leadership with professional learning in year level teams
o effective embedding of multi-level strategies to improve literacy via school
planning and improvement cycles
o use of assessment and diagnostic tools to inform classroom practice and address
students learning needs
o teaching targets within a site literacy intervention plan
o site funded literacy coach modeling and working with individual teachers to
improve teaching
o decision to implement a similar model towards whole school Numeracy
improvement in 2012.

Staff
Teacher Qualifications
All teachers at this school are qualified and registered with the SA Teachers Registration Board.
Qualification Level
Graduate Degrees or Diplomas
Post Graduate Qualifications

Number of
Qualifications
22
1

2 Early Years teachers have been recognised and involved in further professional learning with the
Quality Teaching Unit. There are 3 Step 9 teachers and 4 AST2 teachers on staff. 2 teachers have
accreditation in teaching ESL students. 2 teachers are trained in National Literacy Coaching and all
teachers are trained in Running Records to support reading. School support staff who work with
students have all participated in Literacy professional development with teachers to assist with
interventions and additional support. One SSO has Certificate 3 in Government and 4 SSO’s will
commence the new Certificate 3 in Student Support in 2012.
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Workforce Composition including Indigenous staff

Teaching Staff
Workforce Composition

Non-Teaching Staff

Indigenous

Non Indigenous

Indigenous

Non Indigenous

0.81

12.14

0.00

3.84

1

16

0

5

Full-time Equivalents
Persons

Financial Statement
Income by Funding Source
Funding Source
1
2
3
4

Grants: State
Grants: Commonwealth
Parent Contributions
Other

Amount
$6,467.00
$38,204.00
$62,517.40
$44,709.00

See the attached final 2011 End of Year Profit and Loss Statement for additional information.
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